How Building Engineers
Become Superstars
Building engineers attend the 2019 BOMA International Conference & Expo to find all the latest ways to gain
efficiencies, improve operations, cut costs and more. These four productive days are the best investment you can
make for your property. See for yourself what you’ll gain.

LEARN

DISCOVER

Choose from 40+ education sessions in 7
specialized tracks. The High Performance
Buildings track focuses on energy efficiency,
durability, life-cycle performance, occupant
productivity, sustainability and technology
in buildings to help you improve processes,
reduce your building’s carbon footprint and
lower expenses while maintaining a highly
optimized building.
All education sessions qualify for RPA, FMA,
SMA, SMT and ARM renewal and continuing
professional development credits. Some
sessions also qualify for GBCI continuing
education hours for LEED® designations, and
some sessions qualify for renewal credits for
the Building Operator Certification (BOC®).

See the newest innovations that building
engineers are using to keep properties wellmaintained and running smoothly—you’ll gain
access to more than 400 qualified vendor
partners and solution providers, all under
one roof. You’ve got questions, they’ve got
answers—take advantage of this opportunity to
meet face-to-face and explore the latest in:

Energy-efficient electrical and lighting
Updated building automations and controls
Solutions for reducing maintenance costs

CONNECT
Meeting with fellow building engineers and sharing challenges and successes can introduce you to ideas and strategies
that you’ve never thought of before—and your expanded professional network ultimately helps your building far into the
future. You’ll also connect with many others involved in commercial real estate:
• Property managers

• Asset managers

• Developers and builders

• Facility managers

• Owners and investors

• Architects and designer

Just about every aspect of building maintenance is covered, and so being able to find those individuals with
that specific knowledge and being able to tap into them when you need them is tremendously helpful.
-Patrick Shaw, Director of Engineering and Maintenance Services, Cushman & Wakefield

IT’S WORTH THE TIME AWAY
www.BOMAConference.org

